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Hannah: Introduction

Yalobusha Review

Barry Hannah

Introduction
Well good, it’s time to launch another college review, this time a more
splendid version of The Yalobusha Review. a product of the graduate students
at UM, this time with artists too. We must never forget how much former
chairman Dan Williams did for the spirit of writing on this campus, a huge
amount. Nor forget
Urgo, our new chairman, for his tireless efforts to
get any number of creative writing space stations off the pad. Nor forget
David Galef,
Murray in the art department, and the new editors, Joy
Wilson, et al. As for me, I’ve just watched and clapped. But this is an
enormously underrated skill. That’s what we want the new readers and
submitters to do. I never understood why this review was named for the
county just below us, which holds Water Valley and Enid Reservoir,
I’d
guess it was for the remaining world-record
Crappie taken by some
shocked cracker decades ago. And the expression on his/her/black/white,
man/woman or child’s face.
The last expression was the PC rot I hope the review eschews entirely.
Writing should clear the head of this cancerous manure. I despise gender and
queer theories, of course, also, as is well known. Few even from the best
universities’
schools know how to read any more, or teach any more
either. Their writing is unmanly and unwomanly. Academic prose in
America, copied directly from French philosophy, is at its all-time scandalous
worst. There are but a handful of good plainspoken critics left, no Wilsons
or Kazans. The Yalobusha. I pray, will help bring back hard-edged good
speech. If it is simpering poems and stories of “realistic” domestic strife
again (oh no!) I would be too sad. But I have trust in my students and
colleagues to make us shine.
Like you maybe, 9/11 really crashed me creatively for months. That and
of course my endearing drug habit in eternal therapy. But good writing,
bigger sadness and different kinds of happiness, is quite possible after the
wars. The First Amendment itself in the hands of the worthy
is like
owning his own
I look for the writing to bring back joy, and I intend
to join in the hunt for the killers of our joy in Our World. You know it is
The Crusades again, with Science Fiction joined in.
Yet even atheists believe in freedom of speech as immense power, and we
believers know the gospels as the freest speech ever. Where better to free-
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out, open-up, and make beautiful what we can (“Yes, Brighten the
Where You Live!”) than in the precincts of Faulkner, who wrote AS I LAY
DYING (just about my own favorite novel ever) on a notebook, with a
pencil, on the back of a wheelbarrow, in the power plant-when he wasn’t
shoveling coal into
The power plant sits about 300 yards from
Yalobusha's office. Faulkner wrote this classic in eight weeks, about half the
time I give my writing students to come up with four brief stories of any thrill
whatsoever. About two out of fifteen of my students are geniuses. To genius
must be hugely added work, of course.
Writing is
considered as “sexy” as is it used to be
I was in school
in the sixties. You could get a date
a beautiful woman just by writing
one obscure beatnik poem in the literary magazine. This I pursued but in
those days of the cave, you were supposed to marry them. The Yalobusha as
chick or hunk magnet must succeed, or it will be just like the rest of the rags.
Yes, we must revive literary romance.
Former faculty and graduate writers who’ve appeared in
Yalobusha are
Ellen Douglas, Larry Brown, Cynthia Shearer, Steve Yarbrough, David Galef,
and me. Some of these people actually make a living wage writing today.
There’s no reason that given a bit of time and the lovely fallout from our new
MFA program here,
Yalobusha can’t be among the best reviews-Five
Points,
Carolina Review, The Harvard Review, etc. These reviews get
young and first writers
and provide a kind of sacred confidence I can
attest to by my own experience with the “little magazines.”
I am the director of the MFA program now. My job is simple: “Friendly
millionaire, hand over, please, a great deal of money. We
it for our
fellowships and such few venues of creativity here at Ole Miss as the excellent
Yalobusha Review. Give today. Act now.”
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